In support of Governor J.B. Pritzker’s “stay-at-home” order the University has suspended much of its construction activity. The following disruptions to campus life due to construction can be expected:

A. Trienens Performance Center: Small fenced area at north end of building.


C. Evanston Water Reservoir: City of Evanston project to demolish and reconstruct the existing reservoir through Summer 2021. Lincoln Street and North Campus Drive are open with intermittent disruptions. Flaggers will be present. Pedestrian detours in place.


E. Fisk/Locy Utility Tunnel: Phased utility work through summer. East-west pedestrian access will be detoured. Increased construction traffic with flaggers.

F. Sailing Center: Emergency work to protect the structure and beach against rising lake levels will continue through July. The facility is currently closed.

G. Ryan Fieldhouse and Walter Athletics Center: Warranty replacement of athletic turf will continue through mid-July. Material and equipment staged in loading dock area.

H. Lakefill: Repairs to stabilize the west edge of the stone revetment along the shoreline will continue through Fall. Sporadic disruptions of pedestrian path.

I. Kellogg Global Hub: Replacement of defective glass will continue through July, focused on the southeast corner of the building. Materials stored in the Allen Center loading dock area. Periodic restrictions of the pedestrian path along the north edge of the pond.